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Retro Mix Legends
User Guide

PreSonus PreSonus Retro Mix Legends
Thank you for purchasing Retro Mix Legends!

Retro Mix Legends is a collection of three Mix Engine FX plug-ins developed 
exclusively for Studio One Professional. It brings three new great-sounding vintage 
analog console models to Studio One—available individually or as a bundle. 

Feature Overview

 • Suite of three Mix Engine FX Plug-ins for Studio One Professional

 • Alpine Desk, Brit Console, and Porta Cassette analog console emulations

 • Authentic modeling of preamp drive, channel noise, crosstalk, noise, 
character, and individual parameters unique to each plug-in

 • Convenient automatic gain compensation

 • Passthru option for added flexibility

 • Eco Mode to avoid high CPU loads
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What’s a Mix Engine Effect?

Unlike traditional VSTs and effects that can only affect one Channel or Bus at a 
time, activating Mix Engine FX on any bus in Studio One—including the Main—
will automatically affect and cross-process all channels feeding that bus. This 
lateral cross-processing of Studio One’s entire Console—when combined with 
PreSonus’ proprietary State Space Modeling technology—has allowed us to create 
incredibly natural, nuanced, and authentic-sounding digital models of venerated 
analog console behavior including: drive, crosstalk, noise, saturation, and more! 

You can also use Mix Engine FX on regular buses, of course—so you could use 
PortaCassette on your synth bus to add some movement to your pads, while 
using Brit Console to add some grit to your drum bus at the same time.

What is State Space Modeling?

Our State Space Modeling technology allows us to create digital models 
of analog circuit behavior on a per-component level. We can even model 
specific non-linearities within these components, which results in even 
more realistic digital models of analog circuit behavior. This is particularly 
important for components such as transformers and vacuum tubes. Because 
of this, our Mix Engine FX—including Retro Mix Legends, of course—
capture the character and personality of legendary analog hardware that 
are otherwise out of reach for most musicians, producers and engineers.

Get ready to step back in time!

With Retro Mix Legends, we were able to create plug-ins that perfectly demonstrate 
the power of Mix Engine FX while offering a wide range of different sonic colors 
to augment and enrich mixes. We picked three radically different consoles to 
show the wide range of possible colors. The result is a suite of plug-ins with an 
enormously wide range of applications, offering useful settings for virtually any mix. 

The following entries address the features unique to each plug-in, while the 
common features among them are discussed in detail further down.

Alpine Desk

Add punchy low end and the smooth warmth of a legendary American 
recording console to your Studio One experience. Alpine Desk transforms 
any mix with the State Space Modeled tonality of the consoles behind 
the sound of classic albums from the 70s, 80s and beyond.  

Transformer. Unique to Alpine Desk is a variable output transformer 
that lets you switch from a 1:1 to 3:1 gain ratio for higher drive 
settings and a uniquely dark and warm tonal contour.

Boost. With Boost mode set to “on,” 18dB of gain are added to all signals 
routed into Alpine Desk. This helps with compensating for low recording 
levels. An already “hot” signal won’t require additional gain, but for those 
recording by the rule of “-18dB ceiling” will benefit from the additional input 
gain available. Setting Boost mode to “Crank” will push the console to its 
maximum, for even more color and saturation—perhaps even too much!
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Brit Console

Add the brightness and clarity of two of the most legendary British consoles 
of the 80s to your Studio One experience. Brit Console lovingly recreates the 
sound behind arguably more platinum-selling records than any other console.

Style. Because Brit Console features emulations of two different classic 
consoles, it also offers three Style options: Vintage, Super, and Modern. 
Vintage emulates a venerated 80s console, while Super and Modern 
represent a dual-preamp design featuring clean and colored modes, 
respectively. Selecting Modern grants access to the Harmonics control.

Harmonics. A variable harmonic distortion that yields a gentle bass boost. 
Modeled after a lauded preamp design, the Harmonics control lets you dial in 
everything from nuanced second and third-order harmonic saturation to edgy 
transistor bite. Available only when Modern is selected in the Style menu.

Boost. With Boost mode set to “on,” 18dB of gain are added to all signals 
routed into Brit Console. This helps with compensating for low recording 
levels. An already “hot” signal won’t require additional gain, but for those 
recording by the rule of “-18dB ceiling” will benefit from the additional input 
gain available. Setting Boost mode to “Crank” will push the console to its 
maximum, for even more color and saturation—perhaps even too much!

Porta Cassette

Porta Cassette faithfully reproduces the smooth, analog, slightly off-kilter lo-
fi mojo of the four-track cassette recorders of the 80s and 90s. Porta Cassette 
will help you create mixes evocative of everything from YouTube’s lofi hip 
hop radio - beats to relax/study to to Springsteen’s Nebraska. Transform 
any mix with State Space Modeled tonality of the classic four-tracks.

Character. Porta Cassette’s Character control operates a little differently than 
on other Mix Engine FX. Low settings will control the amount of console 
coloration, but turning the control past noon will begin to introduce tape 
wow and flutter for semi-randomized detuning effects that emulate the 
sound of a tired old tape motor well past its warranty expiration.

Pitch. The Pitch control allows you to detune (or uptune) every element of your 
processed bus. Unlike hardware cassette machines, however, the Pitch control 
won’t affect your playback tempo—so you will enjoy pitch-shifting without 
affecting your Song’s tempo. Try adjusting this in real-time—or automating it! 

Noise. While all Mix Engine FX have a Noise control, only Porta Cassette features a 
State-Space Model of the hum generated by the power supply. Just so you know.
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Controls common to all Retro Mix Legends plug-ins

The following controls are available on all Retro Mix Legends plug-
ins, but all Mix Engine FX also have some of their own specific 
controls, addressed in each plug-in’s section above.

Drive. The Drive stages in Retro Mix Legends faithfully recreate the characteristic 
dynamic behavior of the input preamps. Each plug-in’s Drive stage was 
independently modeled, so expect them to sound and behave differently. 

Typically, Increasing the Drive amount first adds subtle harmonics to 
the signal, then goes into saturation or analog distortion when the 
amount increases above a certain level. The character and sonic quality 
of Drive varies significantly between each plug-in, and the variable Input 
Gain also affects the amount of Drive on a per-channel basis. 

Pro Tip: Use Studio One’s Input Controls—available via the Console options menu 
(wrench icon on the top left of the Console)—to adjust the amount of gain inbound to 
the Drive stage without manipulating your Channel faders!

Noise. Inherent signal noise plays an important role in defining the sonic 
character of an analog console. It adds to the perception of a mix that sounds like 
it’s glued together. The noise of every console in Retro Mix Legends was State-
Space Modeled individually, so expect them to sound and behave differently.

In fact, just as in the real hardware, the modeled analog noise isn’t just different for 
every Retro Mix Legend plug-in—it’s actually different on every channel! Add a small 
amount of noise to any mix and it will give the overall sound a more analog character. 

Noise Gate. For songs that have a fade at the end, activate the Noise Gate 
to fade out the noise automatically, avoiding any unwanted noise tails.

Additionally, Noise Gate automatically creates a smooth fade to the end 
of the audio file when rendering. Unless the song ends with a sharp cut, 
this option should always be enabled when rendering mixes or stems. 

Crosstalk. Just like harmonic distortion and noise, crosstalk plays an 
important role in recreating the sound of an analog mixer. Crosstalk is always 
present and also adds to the effect of a mix being “glued together”. 

The crosstalk generated by Mix Engine FX spills over naturally into adjacent 
channels, with decreasing amounts the further a channel is away from 
the source. Implementing this feature goes way beyond just developing 
a DSP plug-in. This goes deep into the DAW mix engine and required 
extensive research and development, so we really hope you like it!

Character. On top of the three components already introduced here (Drive, 
Noise, Crosstalk), each analog console or summing mixer has a unique 
sonic signature. Even without any equalization or compression applied 
to the signal, each console has its own sonic fingerprint that makes it 
recognizable in the mix. The effect may be subtle but it’s always there. 

Retro Mix Legends not only captures the unique character of the consoles modeled, 
it also allows you to increase this character by a variable amount. Even with the 
“Character” control at zero, the characteristic fingerprint of the modeled console 
is present in the signal chain. Depending on the style, mix, and source material it 
may be desired to have a higher amount of this unique signature, which in this 
case can be easily achieved by adding more “Character” to the mix. This can be 
compared to running the signal through the same console multiple times.

Master Level Control. With multiple gain stages and variable routing (see below) it 
may be required to adjust the overall signal level before leaving the plug-in. This is 
particularly important if further dynamics processing (compressors, limiters, noise 
gates) is applied to the signal after a Mix Engine FX Plug-in. In this case, the Master 
level should be adjusted so no actual gain change is applied—unless desired.
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Gain Compensation. Adding high amounts of Drive to a signal can 
result in extreme gain offsets inside the console which in turn could 
have a negative impact on subsequent plug-ins by offsetting dynamics 
threshold levels or creating distortion. Mix Engine Effects are equipped 
with special gain compensation algorithms to avoid this effect. 

Two settings are available:

Bus. Master gain compensation is applied inside the bus Mix 
Engine FX is inserted to, before any bus insert effects.

Channel. Individual gain compensation is applied in each channel 
routed into the bus the Mix Engine FX is inserted to.

Channel is the default setting, and in most cases the preferred one. It helps to avoid 
distortion inside the channel, as well as unwanted gain offsets on dynamics plug-ins

ECO Mode. Since Mix Engine FX plug-ins apply processing to many 
sources individually—every individual channel routed into the bus the 
plug-in is inserted to—CPU load can easily get out of control, particularly 
with some heavy non-linear State Space Modeling applied!

When working on a large project with many channels, ECO mode comes to the 
rescue when CPU load gets too high. In ECO mode, processing is reduced by using 
simplified algorithms with less attention to the non-linearity in the signals.

Passthrough allows you to configure how Mix Engine FX processes its 
multiple inbound signals, and allows you to avoid redundant overprocessing 
of signals in more complex workflows that may involve multiple instances 
of Mix Engine FX in the same project. For example, you may choose to 
use distinct Porta Cassette instances and settings on both your drum bus 
and Main bus. Passthrough Mode can help you better manage this.

With Passthough ON, all source Channels feeding get 
processed at the source, the busses don’t. 

With Passthrough OFF, only the Channels/Busses directly 
connected with the Main output get processed at the source. 

The small orange/yellow indicators on Channels and Busses 
tell you which signals get processed at the source.

In this example, Passthrough is set to On. Mix Engine effects are 
active on the Main bus. The vocals are processed by Mix Engine 
FX at their Channel source and the vocal bus is ignored.



In this example, Passthrough is set to Off. Mix Engine effects are 
active on the Main bus. The vocals are processed by Mix Engine 
FX at the vocal bus and not at the channel source.

Note that Crosstalk is applied to the same channels that get processed at the source. 
So it’s either applied to the channels feeding to a bus or the busses, but not both.

Now go make some music!

Retro Mix Legends was a bit of a passion project for many of 
the hardware enthusiasts here at PreSonus Software, and we’re 
excited to bring it to the world. We’re really looking forward to 
hearing the incredible music you’ll make with it—enjoy! 
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